
Devil World 121 

Chapter 121: Attendant 

Chen Ning looked at the beautiful young woman kneeling before him and said: “Zhang Su! Get up. I want 

to take a look at Shitou’s status. Being on your knees isn’t helping.” 

Zhang Su immediately stood up hearing Chen Ning’s words, and she awaited Chen Ning. 

Chen Ning walked over to Shitou before the eyes of everyone. His brows tightly wrinkled after carefully 

looking over Shitou’s body. He hesitated a moment and then slowly shook his head: “His wound is too 

serious. The opening is too deep. If there was a specialized doctor that could perform an operation 

perhaps he could live. Otherwise his only road is death. You can only grieve.” 

Zhang Su’s eyes flashed with desperation. Again she kneeled before Chen Ning and painfully begged: 

“Not possible! Shitou can’t die! I’m begging you! Uncle, I’m begging you to save Shitou!! I’m begging you 

to save Shitou! I will do anything!” 

The young girl standing beside Zhang Su also kneeled before Chen Ning and begged: “Mayor! I’m 

begging you, save my dad!” 

“I’m sorry! His wound, I don’t have the ability.” Chen Ning shook his head. Even before Z-Age Chen Ning 

would have no way to cure Shitou’s wound. Don’t even mention the lack of medicine after Z-Age 

started. 

Zhang Su and her daughter Chen Miao heard what was said, and couldn’t help but let the tears come 

out. The house filled with a hopeless atmosphere. 

For this family, their backbone dying means the family is faced with ruin. Zhang Su and Chen Miao are 

the two beauties of the village. Several men covet them, but they are protected by the number one 

hunter Shitou, making those men not dare cause trouble. If Shitou dies, there well absolutely be several 

men who come around. Even if they don’t use force, in order to keep living, Zhang Su and Chen Miao 

can only give up their bodies. 

“Let me try.” 

A voice passed over from the side, and it attracted everyone’s vision. 

Zhang Su and Chen Miao both looked upon Yue Zhong. They saw a thread of hope in their despair. 

Yue Zhong walked over and carefully inspected Shitou while being watched by the hopeful eyes of Zhang 

Su and Chen Miao. He discovered Shitou only had a fatal wound on his stomach. The other wounds 

weren’t too serious. 

Zhang Su and Chen Miao both walked over to Yue Zhong’s side and nervously looked at Yue Zhong’s 

expression. 

Yue Zhong said to Chen Miao: “Go grab a bowl of warm water that has been boiled.” 

Chen Miao immediately went to the kitchen without saying a word. 

Zhang Su asked a little worriedly: “Doctor, is my husband save-able?” 



Yue Zhong turned and duly said: “I don’t know. I only have a fifty percent certainty! But if I don’t try and 

save him, he will certainly die. If you don’t want me to try, or you don’t trust me, then say something 

now.” 

Zhang Su bit her lip and said: “Save him! I’m begging you save him!! So long as you save Shitou, however 

you want me, I promise to you.” 

Zhang Su’s house was already out of food. The only thing she has is her slender graceful body. In order 

to save her husband, she truly would do anything. 

She is willing to offer her body if Yue Zhong wants it. Her husband just has to be able to survive. 

Yue Zhong looked at Zhang Su without taking notice to her and promised: “Yes.” 

Zhang Su is truly a beautiful and graceful young woman. But there is still a large gap between her and 

the grand beauties like Lu Wen, Chen Yao, Ji Qingwu, and Guo Yu. Yue Zhong has twenty beauties under 

his sphere of influence that can compare with Zhang Su, actually even above Zhang Su. Yue Zhong didn’t 

have any strange ideas towards her. 

Zhang Su’s heart slightly relaxed a bit seeing that Yue Zhong paid no notice to her promise. And at the 

same time he didn’t do anything strange. After all, The large majority of men in the village wouldn’t be 

able to resist her charm. 

Chen Miao quickly brought a bowl of water over. 

Yue Zhong grabbed three life saving flowers from his bag. After breaking them down, he finally mixed it 

in with the water to make liquid medicine, and then he spread the medicine over the wound. He also 

took two painkillers and antibiotics pills and forced Shitou to swallow them. 

Under the effects of the life-saving flower, Shitou’s wound started to slowly heal while everyone 

watched. It no longer flowed blood. 

The original in a unconscious and struggling Shitou slowly recovered and settled down from the 

medicine. 

“Good! I can only do to this level. Living or dying will depend on his willpower! Tomorrow I will come 

give more medicine and. Let’s go mayor Chen. I’m tired.” Finished with everything, Yue Zhong stood up 

and walked over to Chen Ning. There was nothing else he could do. He would do no use staying here. 

Chen Ning looked at Yue Zhong at this time. His eyes filled with amazement. He never thought Yue 

Zhong could have carried such a magical medicine, and it added another layer of respect and fear. 

The complicated eyes of Zhang Su and Chen Miao watched as Yue Zhong and Chen Ning returned to the 

mayor’s house. 

As soon as Yue Zhong arrived at the villa, he fell into a deep sleep. He battled the whole day, and it used 

up a lot. And he also suffered an extremely serious injury. He was only able to persist on due to being 

much stronger than ordinary people, consuming a large amount of blood-red beads, and the life saving 

flower medicine. 



White Bones and Greenie were placed in a room not far from Yue Zhong. They could hurry over in the 

first instance if there were any disturbances. 

Yue Zhong didn’t sleep long. The door to his room was softly pushed open, and a figure walked over to 

Yue Zhong’s bed. There was a rustling sound of clothes falling down, followed by a fragrant treasure 

entering into his bedding. 

He was startled awake as soon as that tender and soft body entered into his bedding. He snapped out of 

reflex, grabbed the throat of the soft body, and coldly said: “Who are you?” 

“I am Chen Miao! The mayor found me to lie down and attend on you.” Chen Miao’s soft body 

somewhat quivered in fear as she spoke to Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong finally relaxed his grip on Chen Miao’s throat. He carefully sized up this bare naked ** girl 

before him in his bed. 

[TL: ** in raws.] 

She was wearing pigtails. Her skin was white and tender, full of elasticity, and she had a beautiful 

delicate little face. Although her body wasn’t as good as Lu Wen and Guo Yu, her development wasn’t 

bad. Her two small buns filled with youthful elasticity. She is yet a tender and beautiful little miss. 

Yue Zhong looked at this young miss full of youth and energy, and his heart slightly shook: “Do you know 

what lie down and attend means?” 

“I know! it……it is to accompany you and do.” Her cheeks blushed, she hesitated a moment then bravely 

looked directly at Yue Zhong. 

 

  

Chapter 122: Man Eating Monster 

Yue Zhong hesitated a moment and slowly said: “But I already have a woman.” 

Although Chen Miao is very pretty and full of life, but she wasn’t charming enough to make Yue Zhong 

go crazy. He also didn’t want to get her pregnant and make her regret for a lifetime. 

Chen Miao heard Yue Zhong’s words, and her eyes slightly darkened. But she still stared at Yue Zhong 

and slowly said: “No problem. Today I am voluntarily coming here to repay you, thanking you for saving 

my father. You saved him, so you saved our family. I don’t have anything to repay you with. I only have 

this pure body. I want you to take it. After tonight, if you like, I will follow you and be your lover. If you 

don’t want me then no problem. I will quietly leave.” 

Yue Zhong looked at Chen Miao, the beautiful young girl’s words full of energy. His heart was slightly 

moved. This beautiful and pure young girl set his heart racing. He brought Chen Miao into his embrace, 

and that healthy young girl’s fragrance sunk into his nose. 



Today Yue Zhong was able to save the person named Chen Shitou’s life. Chen Shitou is the village’s 

greatest hunter. After Z-Age, Chen Shitou and Chen Ning both took charge in clearing out the zombies in 

the village. If it wasn’t for Chen Shitou, the Chen Family Village wouldn’t have that many survivors. 

Chen Miao’s face immediately became red in the embrace of Yue Zhong. Although she talked big, as the 

time came she was a little afraid and anticipating. 

Yue Zhong wanted to move a little, only with the slight movement, his right chest burst in pain. His body 

still hadn’t completely recovered. 

Yue Zhong softly kissed Chen Miao’s forehead, then the placed her to his right side. He closed his eyes 

and went to sleep: “Sleep! I’m tired today.” 

“Yes!” Chen Miao’s heart slightly relaxed, and she was somewhat disappointed as she quietly lay beside 

Yue Zhong. 

Early in the morning the second day, Yue Zhong brought Chen Miao to Chen Ning’s living room. 

Chen Ning’s family members looked at Chen Miao standing beside Yue Zhong. Their eyes all carried a 

strange light. 

Chen Miao stood a little bashfully beside Yue Zhong. In her heart, she had already slept in the same bed 

as Yue Zhong, so she is Yue Zhong’s woman. 

Yue Zhong pulled out two boxes of milk from his backpack, two pieces of cake, and then gave Chen Miao 

half under the envious and admiring eyes of Chen Ning’s family. 

Milk and cake were already extravagant things in Z-Age. No one in the whole Chen Family Village had 

these things. 

Chen Miao drank the milk and nibbled on the cake, her face written with joy. In this type of world, being 

able to eat until one is full is already a desperate hope. Chen Miao had personally seen her classmates 

sell off their first night for a piece of corn cake. her being able to currently eat this good of food, she 

doesn’t know how many times happier she is than others. 

“What about the guides?” Finished eating, Yue Zhong directly asked Chen Ning. Stone Horse Village is his 

base. He didn’t know if the Long Hai City Survivor base were friends or enemies to the south, glaring 

upon them with envious eyes. He was extremely worried about the safety of Stone Horse Village. 

“These are the guides! Yue Zhong, let me give you an introduction! This is my son Chen Wang! These 

other four are Chen Nian, Niuchao, Zhaoxing, and Sunye.” Chen ning called over five people and 

introduced them. 

[TL: They appear to all be part of the “Chen” family, so I’ve written them as first names.] 

Chen Wang and the others are all strong young men of the Chen Family Village. They all carried large 

machetes, spears, crossbows, and other cold-weapons on their backs. 

Yue Zhong looked at Chen Ning and said: “I know. I want you to look over Chen Miao’s family! I will 

quickly send people to pick you up.” 



Chen Ning called Yue Zhong Captain Yue, naturally giving birth to the idea of placing himself into the 

hands of Yue Zhong. If Yue Zhong can return to Stone Horse Village and send people back, he will bring 

his people to join in with Yue Zhong. 

Chen Ning said: “Yes!” 

Yue Zhong didn’t have any hesitation, he took Chen Wang and the others in the direction of the Zhang 

Family Village. The ever silent White Bones and Greenie followed at Yue Zhong’s side. 

Chen Miao looked at the back image of Yue Zhong leaving. Her lips moved, yet nothing came out. Her 

father was still here recovering in bed. She couldn’t follow together with Yue Zhong. 

“Captain Yue. That is Zhang Family Village!” Chen Wang pointed at a tiled building. It looked to be a little 

bit more thriving than Chen Family Village to Yue Zhong. 

Chen Wang looked at Zhang Family Village with a little fear and said: “Zhang Family Village and our 

village aren’t the same. Their village is a large one with over three hundred people. After Z-Age, the 

large majority of three hundred people turned into man eating monsters. Among the man eating 

monsters were some extremely fast ones, they could compare with the wild wolves in the mountains.” 

The Chen Family Village is a small one, relatively closed off. They had never heard of movies and games 

like Resident Evil. Because of this they called the zombies man eating monsters. 

After running out of food, the Chen Family Village already thought of plundering Zhang Family Village. 

Only, they were utterly defeated by the evolved S1 zombie. If the S1 didn’t stop to eat a fresh meal, no 

one from the search party would have escaped. 

“Follow me!” Yue Zhong looked at the Zhang Family Village, and plainly spoke. He brought along White 

Bones and Greenie towards the village. Three hundred zombies were already beneath them, even if his 

body is injured. 

“Go!” 

Seeing Yue Zhong stab towards the Zhang Family Village, Chen Wang and the other young men filled up 

with a manly spirit, and they closely followed behind Yue Zhong. 

Arriving at the village entrance, Yue Zhong reached in his bag and felt for a type 54 pistol, and he 

opened fire at the village. 

A gunshot boomed, the motionless zombies all turned their heads, and they began to wobble over 

towards their location. 

There were three S1 agility type zombies rushing out of the village towards Yue Zhong. 

Chen Wang saw the three S1 zombies running out of the village, and his expression became extremely 

pale. His body slightly quivered, and he said to Yue Zhong: “Captain Yue!! Those are the quick man 

eating monsters!!” 

Chen Wang was a member of the original search party. He had personally seen the S1 kill three of his 

team members. One person was eaten on the spot, and two others were slashed. They were infected 

and became zombies. The wailing sound of the man being eaten still haunted Chen Wang. 



The complexions of Chen Nian, Niuchao, Zhaoxing, and Sunye all changed upon seeing the S1. They 

practically wanted to turn around and flee. 

“Take them out White Bones!” Yue Zhong saw the three S1 zombies rush over, and he commanded to 

White Bones. At the present level of White Bones, he could easily drop three S1s. 

 

  

Chapter 123: Respect and Fear 

Receiving Yue Zhong’s command, White Bones’s eyes flashed with a devil flame. Speeding forward, he 

rushed like a general carrying the battle flag towards the three S1s. 

White Bones shot out his power from a range of one hundred meters, rushing over in a few seconds. It 

slashed the axe, cutting the S1 at the waist. The black intestines, organs, and dirty blood spattered out 

onto the ground. 

Without stopping to rest, White Bones continued rushing forward. He dashed to the remaining two S1s 

and waived his axe, like a whirlwind it sent the heads of the remaining two S1s flying. 

Chen Wang and the others watched the massacre of the S1s by White Bones in a daze. Their eyes filled 

with shock and disbelief. The search party was ruined by the man eating monsters, yet they were easily 

slaughtered like little chicks in the hands of White Bones. This was something they momentarily couldn’t 

take in. 

Chen Wang looked at White Bones a little excited and asked Yue Zhong: “Captain Yue. Who is that 

person? So severe!!” 

Chen Wang already knew White Bones was severe from when it took out the two guards of Chen Family 

Village, but he didn’t think it was that awesome. 

“Its name is White Bones. Let’s go!” Yue Zhong dully said. He picked up the life coins and a white 

treasure box dropped by the three S1s, then he took large strides into Zhang Family Village. 

The drops from the the lower level zombies became more and more rare over time. 

Chen Wang and the rest watched Yue Zhong from behind even though it was somewhat terrifying, but 

they still followed behind. 

The zombies in Zhang Family Village all started to bubble out at this time, and they formed into a group 

of several hundred zombies. 

“So many man eating monsters!” Chen Wang and the other young men momentarily passionately 

followed Yue Zhong. But seeing hundreds of zombies, their expressions became unbelievably pale, and 

they couldn’t control their legs from quivering. 

The oppressive power between one zombie and hundreds is completely different. That many zombies 

could completely tear apart Chen Family Village, don’t even mention that there are only six of them. 



Yue Zhong looked towards the zombie group approaching them. He raised his gun, and the head of 

zombie about seventy meters away recieved several bloody holes, then it powerlessly fell to the ground. 

White Bones turned into a fierce Slaughter God. It shot into several zombies and continuously waived its 

axe like a whirlwind. All of the zombies engulfed by the whirlwind had their heads sent flying, or their 

bodies were chopped into two pieces. The path it rushed along gave rise to a terrifying rainfall of heads 

and limbs. 

Yue Zhong followed behind White Bones, both his eyes undisturbed. He held a type 54 pistol and 

casually fired, headshotting the zombies that wandered over one by one. 

Greenie’s eyes flashed with a fierce light as it looked at the zombies. It flapped its wings and stomped 

with both legs, rushing forward. As soon as it reached the zombie group, its sharp beak pecked like 

lightning, easily cracking open the skull of a zombie. 

The zombies circled around. Greenie flapped its wings, and immediately sent them flying. Although 

Greenie was only a young bird, but it is a mutated beast, and its fierceness is unmatched. The zombies 

couldn’t even slash through its outer feathers. 

Yue Zhong, White Bones, and Greenie were truly a ferocious group without peer. The zombies were 

cleared out by them as soon as they blocked the road circled around. Yue Zhong brought Chen Wang 

and the others through the pile of corpses. They easily cleared out the zombies blocking the path, and 

they easily started to move their way out of Zhang Family Village. 

The expressions of Chen Wang and the others were excited and in a trance after leaving the Zhang 

Family Village. How could they dare believe the town defended by hundreds of zombies could be so 

easily pierced through by Yue Zhong and his companions. 

“So severe!!” Chen Wang looked at Yue Zhong from behind, and his eyes flashed with worship and 

respect. This is the first time he had seen a fierce person like Yue Zhong. He at first didn’t accept being 

thrown to Yue Zhong by his father, but now, all of the disobedience completely disappeared. 

Yue Zhong only pierced through the village. He didn’t completely clear it out. There were still several 

zombies left in the village after he left. Those zombies could act as a natural protective screen, making 

outsiders unable to enter the Chen Family Village. 

There were thirty young and strong hunters among the dozens of people in Chen Family Village. After 

going through a little training and actual combat, they could become elite soldiers. 

Under the guidance of Chen Wang, Yue Zhong passed through Mudfish ravine. They passed through 

several small roads until they finally arrived at a cement road. 

Walking along, Yue Zhong asked Chen Wang at his side: “How far to reach Stone Horse Village!” 

“There should still be five kilometers!” Chen Wang approximated then said to Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong inspected his surroundings and then continued forward. 

At this time, a gunshot came from a side road. Yue Zhong’s brow wrinkled. He looked in that direction 

and asked: “What is over there?” 



Chen Wang looked and said: “That side is Big Cliff Village! Stone Horse Village isn’t far past Big Cliff 

Village.” 

“Let’s take a look!” Yue Zhong immediately walked towards the direction of the gunshot. 

Yue Zhong saw a bus, a hummer, and a jeep struggling forward among a crowd of hundreds of zombies 

at the entrance to Big Cliff Village. 

Busses, Hummers, and Jeeps are vehicles that can easily send zombies flying. But the zombie crowd was 

too large. The three large vehicles were caught up in the swarm, and they couldn’t move. There was a 

pile of zombies steamrolled behind them, but a large amount of zombies were still circled around 

flapping their arms at the doors. The vehicles started to sway from being hit by the bodies, and their 

movement speed became very slow. 

If no one assisted, the survivors in those three vehicles would end up surrounded, ripped apart, and 

then chewed up. 

Yue Zhong saw the sight, then he said to Chen Wang and the others: “You guys wait here. I’ll go save 

them.” 

Chen Wang and the five others looked at each other, and then nodded. Rushing into the zombies with 

their strength would only be a path to death. 

Yue Zhong strode towards the zombie swarm. He raised a gun after arriving within one hundred meters, 

and then he placed a bullet between the eyebrows of a zombie. 

Hearing the gunshot, they sensed a person. The group surrounding the three vehicles immediately 

started to wobble towards Yue Zhong. 

“Take them out!” Yue Zhong commanded to White Bones and Greenie at his side. 

White Bones and Greenie received the command, and they immediately rushed towards the crowd of 

zombies. 

 

  

Chapter 124 

White Bones and Greenie rushed into the zombie group, immediately creating a bloody flesh storm. No 

zombie could stop the axe of White Bones and the peck of Greenie. The slow moving ordinary zombies 

were massacred under the cooperation of the two. 

The group of zombies surrounding the three vehicles immediately started towards White Bones and 

Greenie after sensing the activity. The pressure on the vehicles alleviated quite a lot. 

The three vehicles got a little wiggle room, and they immediately used the max horsepower to rush out 

of the zombie crowd, sending the zombies flying one after another. 

The three vehicles rushed forward without any reduction in speed. Along the way, they ruthlessly struck 

dozens of zombies in the process of fighting White Bones. 



White Bones holding his axe also couldn’t stop the bus. He was sent flying along with six other zombies 

to the side. 

The hummer also ruthlessly struck into Greenie fighting on the highway. 

Greenie let out a cry as it was hit by the truck, and it was sent flying to the side. 

“Greenie!!” Seeing the sight, Yue Zhong’s eyes both became red, and he let out a roar. Yue Zhong never 

though the people he was saving would be so ruthless. In order to flee a little faster, they unexpectedly 

struck and sent flying the people saving them. 

They didn’t stop after sending Greenie and White Bones flying. The three vehicles hastily fled on the 

road, and at the same time they ruthlessly struck out towards the center of the road where Yue Zhong 

was standing. 

“A group of scum!” Yue Zhong enraged in his heart. He raised a finger and pointed. A magic spell started, 

and a fireball boomed into a wheel on the bus. 

There was a loud explosion. The bus was knocked to the side in flames, colliding to the side of the road. 

The other two vehicles even more fiercely charged towards Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed with a cold light. He started moving using his high level speed, slightly shifting 

his body, he passed the two vehicles like a demon. 

Just in the instance those two vehicles approached, Yue Zhong started his skill Art of Fear. An enormous 

awe-inspiring spirit enshrouded everything within ten meters. The Hummer and Jeep were absorbed in 

the Art of Fear skill, and the drivers inside lost their sense of perception out of fear, crashing into the 

two sides of the road. 

Yue Zhong didn’t stop to look at the survivors in the vehicles. He hastily dashed towards the direction of 

Greenie. 

Three zombies wandered in front of Yue Zhong blocking his path. He pulled out an Imitation Tang Sword, 

and slash by slash he easily decapitated them. 

Yue Zhong came to Greenie’s side, only seeing the eyes of the young green eagle revealing a trace of 

pain. Greenie flapped its wings and struggled, but it couldn’t stand up. 

The Green Feather Eagle is an overlord of the skies. On the ground it can only bully ordinary zombies. 

Greenie is also a young eagle. Its body already suffered heavy damage after being hit by the Hummer. 

Yue Zhong had already leveled up to 26, but if he was hit by a Hummer, he would also receive serious 

injuries. 

Yue Zhong grabbed the life saving flower and water mixture from his bag and made Greenie drink it. 

Greenie finally calmed down after swallowing the life saving flower medicine, but he still didn’t stand 

up. Obviously he suffered serious injury. 

On the other side, White Bones stood up from the place he flew towards like nothing happened. White 

Bones resumed slaughtering the surrounding zombies without the slightest bit of change. It is an 



organism that cannot die unless his skull is destroyed. The spirit flame within its skull has to be 

destroyed, otherwise it practically cannot die. 

Although White Bones is fierce, and it continuously beheaded zombies, by losing Greenie’s important 

combat ability, it was still encircled by the remaining hundred plus zombies. 

In addition another zombie crowd of over a hundred made their way towards Yue Zhong. 

“Looks like I will have fight for my life today!” Yue Zhong held an Imitation Tang Sword, and his brows 

slightly wrinkled. Dodging the two high speed vehicles just now advanced his condition. Yue Zhong’s 

wound had a faint pain. It is hard to say how much pain high level fighting would cause. But at the last 

moment, he didn’t wish to abandon Greenie. After Greenie grows up, it absolutely would become a 

trump card for Yue Zhong. 

Chen Wang and the others watched Yue Zhong walk towards the zombie crowd. They looked at each 

other in disbelief. If it were dozens of zombies they would rush to Yue Zhong’s side and fight. But the 

stench coming off of the rotting corpses from the hundred plus zombies brought a terrifying power that 

made the men too afraid to move. 

A strong young man about twenty-six or twenty-seven rushed towards Chen Wang and asked: “Chen 

Wang, what do we do?” 

Chen Wang looked at Yue Zhong holding an Imitation Tang Sword facing a hundred zombies and 

hesitated a moment. Although he held some respect for Yue Zhong, he couldn’t go into a crowd of 

zombies and risk his life for Yue Zhong. 

At this time, there was a rumble of engines. An IFV and a military jeep came over to their direction. 

Liu Yan saw Yue Zhong from far away from within the IFV. He excitedly yelled out: “Captain Yue! That is 

Captain Yue!! Quick go!! Quickly drive over!” 

Under the urgings of Liu Yan, that IFV and military jeep formed a small motorcade and rapidly sped 

towards Yue Zhong. The type 86, 7.62 millimeter machine gun madly opened fire. It formed a bullet 

screen that cut down zombies like a wheat harvest. Some of the bullets hit the zombies directly in the 

head, sending their skulls flying. 

Five of Yue Zhong’s direct evolver subordinates jumped out of the IFV. They held Imitation Tang Swords 

and went after the zombies shot to the ground. As soon as they entered the zombie crowd, they fought 

risking their lives to chop at the ordinary zombies. 

In addition to the five direct evolver subordinates, five trained soldiers that Yue Zhong had absorbed 

from Long Hai City also came forward. 

Those professional soldiers weren’t the same as Yue Zhong’s evolver subordinates. They skillfully held 

their rifles and continuously made headshots, exploding the skulls of zombie after zombie. 

Those five subordinates and the five professional soldiers were the elites of the zombie killers. Adding 

on the combat unit to White Bones, those ordinary zombies didn’t stand a chance. They were 

completely wiped out in a short amount of time. 



When the fighting finished, Liu Yan came to Yue Zhong’s side, and his eyes filled with joy: “Captain Yue! 

As expected you are fine!” 

Yue Zhong pointed at the three vehicles and commanded to Liu Yan in a deep voice: “Grab those guys 

and bring them to me!” 

“Yes!” Liu Yan responded. He took men over to the three vehicles and grabbed all of them out. 

 

  

Chapter 125: Behead 

The survivors in the three vehicles were quickly pulled out, detained, and brought before Yue Zhong by 

Liu Yan. 

Yue Zhong forcefully suppressed the rage inside. He carefully examined the detained survivors who bit 

the hand that feeds. 

There were a total of twenty-five detained survivors, fourteen males and eleven females. 

Among the women there was one age twenty-one or twenty-two. She wore a white dress. Her figure 

was well developed, with a beautiful pair of legs, and an outstandingly delicate appearance. At the same 

time she carried a self confident and graceful temperament that was beautiful and moving to the 

extreme. 

Yue Zhong’s subordinates all often stole glances at her. Given before Z-Age, this type of woman would 

have been a top class beauty. After Z-Age, several beautiful women had been ruined by men. Their 

temperaments had been broken and scattered. This type of woman with self confidence and grace is an 

extremely rare sight. 

“Fuck, what type of people are you? Actually doing that to me. Do you know who I am?” A young man 

wearing all international name brand clothes stared at the members who detained him and scolded. 

Yue Zhong walked over to the young man and said ice-cold: “Oh! I want to know, who are you?” 

A middle-aged man wearing glasses who had the air of a government official walked over to Yue Zhong. 

He bureaucratically said: “Young comrade. Who is your leader? Let him come meet me. I am the Long 

Hai City deputy mayor Li Yuan. This person is Ma Ming, the son of Minister Ma of the National 

Development and Reform Commission.” 

Li Yuan saw Yue Zhong’s group had an IFV. Only the military could have this type of weapon. In addition 

Yue Zhong was short on goods and supplies. Those soldiers also all wore military clothes, so he wanted 

to find Yue Zhong’s leader. 

Ma Ming looked at Yue Zhong and put on airs saying: “Do you know who I am? Since you know, make 

your people protect me and go to Long Hai City Base.” 

Yue Zhong stared at Ma Ming, this second-generation of the rich. He looked at the group of survivors 

and coldly said word by word: “Who just gave to order to hit my person and pet?” 



Those survivors touched by Yue Zhong’s gaze all lowered their heads, not daring to look at him. 

Li Yuan heard Yue Zhong’s manner of speaking and became upset. His brow wrinkled, and he shouted: 

“Little comrade, make your leader come see me.” 

Liu Yan disdainfully cast Li Yuan a glance, and he pridefully said to Liu Yan: “Our leader is standing right 

before you. This person——Yue Zhong, the head Captain Yue.” 

All of the survivors eyes fell upon Yue Zhong. The graceful high class beauty also curiously looked upon 

Yue Zhong. 

“Grab the drivers.” 

Yue Zhong commanded, and two of the team members pulled the three drivers over. 

Yue Zhong swept across the three. He spoke extremely ice-cold: “Who made you drive the car and hit 

my people?” 

The three drivers all lowered their heads and remained silent. Our country’s traditions are leniency for 

confessors, keep our heads down, resist being oppressed, and return home for new years. Whoever 

resists the actions of the government is looking for death. Furthermore, behind the drivers stood stood 

a representative of the government, deputy mayor Li Yuan, and the even more impressive son of the 

minister. Naturally they couldn’t publicly sell off their counterparts. 

Ma Ming coldly smiled watching the three silent drivers. He then defiantly looked at Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong pointed at a driver, he said with extreme coldness: “Very good! You are extremely loyal, you 

truly have morals and integrity. Xu Wen! Bring me his head. I don’t need these ungrateful bastards!” 

Two of Yue Zhong’s direct subordinate evolvers advanced forward. They dragged the driver out and 

pressed him to the ground. 

The evolver Xu Wen advanced. With cold eyes he held an Imitation Tang Sword and chopped the driver’s 

head off. Blood burst out of the driver’s neck. His head filled with astonishment with extremely large 

eyes rolled on the ground. 

“Aaah!!” 

Seeing a living person beheaded before them, several survivors let out a shriek, especially the women. 

Ma Ming, that second generation rich kid saw the driver getting beheaded and was scared pale. A yellow 

liquid dripped from his jeans onto the ground. 

The well tempered elegant beautiful woman was also scared and lost her color. 

A middle-aged man beside Ma Ming had a cold light flash in his eyes. He suddenly rushed towards Yue 

Zhong. He was a bodyguard found by minister Ma to protect his idiot son, and a retired special forces 

soldier. He was extremely strong, and at least twenty people had died in his hands. 

Yue Zhong calmly stood still, only coldly staring at the middle-aged man. 



White Bones eyes flashed with a spirit flame as it stood beside Yue Zhong. It waved an axe like a 

whirlwind and chopped that nimble soldier at the waist. 

The middle-aged man’s upper and lower half separated. Blood and organs sprinkled out from the upper 

half. He still hadn’t died, and the upper half painfully struggled in a pool of blood. 

Yue Zhong raised a gun and shot a bullet through the brains of the special forces soldier, ending his pain. 

Yue Zhong stared at the remaining two survivors and coldly asked: “Who made you drive into my 

people?” 

One driver was scared to incontinence, and pointed at Ma Ming. He knelt before Yue Zhong and 

repeatedly stuck his head against the ground saying: “It was him!! He made us drive into your people! 

He said he would take the responsibility after hitting the people. He is the son of a high ranking official. 

We cannot disobey his commands. Don’t kill me! I’m begging you, don’t kill me!! I only listened to 

commands!” 

Ma Ming’s face turned white, and he scolded: “Fuck! You dare sell me out! Do you believe I won’t kill 

you!” 

The other driver’s body quivered as he knelt before Yue Zhong. He cried out with a big voice: “Deputy 

Mayor Li Yuan made me hit the people! I was only listening to commands. I’m begging you don’t kill me! 

Don’t kill me!” 

The color of Li Yuan’s face changed, and he shouted: “Zhang Cheng, don’t spit out slander!” 

Li Yuan couldn’t change too much at this life and death juncture. 

Driver Zhang Cheng wept and pointed at a frail man and said to Yue Zhong: “Yue Zhong, Captain Yue 

Zhong it is truly what Mayor Li said! When I was driving I asked him, he said all of the responsibility 

would be his. If you don’t believe you can ask Lei Jian. Lei Jian also heard.” 

Yue Zhong stared at the thin and weak man, and he coldly said: “Is it true? If you don’t speak the truth 

with me, then you will die together.” 

Under the threat of death, Lei Jian’s body shivered, he and said with a quivering voice: “It’s true! Zhang 

Chen isn’t lying. It was Mayor Li’s command! I heard!” 

Li Yuan’s breath trembled. He stared at his advisors and scolded: “Lei Jian! You ungrateful thing. Do you 

forget who helped you become promoted to director?” 

 

  

Chapter 126: Military Camp Information 

Yue Zhong coldly said: “Drag those two out!” 

Four team members walked over and dragged Ma Ming and Li Yuan out like dogs. 



Li Yuan’s face was appalled, and he angrily growled: “This is treason!! Counterrevolutionary!! You are 

abusing the death penalty, opposing the government, and committing crimes against humanity. You are 

an enemy to the communist party, the government, and the people. You cannot have a good ending if 

you continue like this.” 

Ma Ming’s expression turned pale. Not repeating his previous arrogance, he cried out: “Don’t kill me!! 

My father won’t let you go!! My father won’t let you go!!” 

Li Yuan and Ma Ming were brought forward by the four personnel and pressed to the ground. 

Looking at Li Yuan and Ma Ming being pulled out. That beautiful and graceful woman couldn’t help but 

glance over at an ordinary looking middle-age man to her side. The man’s eyes constantly flashed with a 

light like electricity. 

Seeing the vision of the beautiful woman, the middle aged man slightly and inaudibly shook his head. 

Even if he were elite special forces, he couldn’t save Ma Ming being surrounded by so many experts. 

White Bones, standing at Yue Zhong’s side, made him even more unbelievably scared. Given that he 

wasn’t certain of the power of White Bones’s axe. 

Yue Zhong turned his head and looked at Chen Wang and the others. He tossed the type 54 pistol in his 

hand over to Chen Wang. He pointed to Ma Ming and commanded: “Execute him!” 

Chen Wang grabbed the type 54 pistol. His face turned green, and his white hand couldn’t stop shaking. 

He had killed zombies, but he had never killed a person. 

Yue Zhong stared at Chen Wang and coldly said: “If you don’t want to, I won’t force you. In the past I 

promised your father. If he throws all of his villagers in with me, I will let him form a unit. But the 

combat units under my command must completely follow my orders. Don’t follow my command, and 

you cannot be combat unit members. You can be laborers.” 

Chen Wang’s heart shivered, and his hand continuously trembled. 

At this time, Zhaoxing shot forth like an arrow from the side. He grabbed the pistol from Chen Wang and 

directly pointed it at Ma Ming’s head, then pulled the trigger. 

“Don’t kill me……” 

Boom! That arrogant second generation wealth Ma Ming got a bullet between his eyebrows, and he 

lifelessly fell to the ground. 

Zhaoxing looked at Chen Wang and yelled: “Brother Chen! What are you hesitating for? These scum are 

all ungrateful shameless bastards. If it wasn’t for Captain Yue Zhong, they would all be food for the man 

eating monsters. Yue Zhong saved them, and they still wanted to kill Captain Yue. These type of people 

are fine to kill!” 

Yue Zhong carefully looked at Zhaoxing. He discovered this was the person who came to Chen Ning’s 

household in the past to ask for help saving Chen Shitou. He walked over to Zhaoxing and clapped his 

shoulder: “Very good! You strictly executed my command. From now on, you are the team leader of the 

seventh small unit.” 



Zhaoxing straightened out his chest. Even if he didn’t know the weight of the seventh small team leader, 

but he felt extremely honored to acquire Yue Zhong’s praise. 

Along the road, Zhaoxing was already completely impressed by Yue Zhong’s manner. Young and 

impulsive, he was also extremely angry at Ma Ming’s group of survivor’s ungrateful behavior. 

Yue Zhong took the pistol from Zhaoxing’s hand and walked over to Li Yuan. 

Li Yuan looked at Yue Zhong and begged: “Don’t kill me!! I’m begging you, don’t kill me! You are 

committing a crime!!” 

“Go die!” Yue Zhong’s vision cold, he placed the gun on top of Li Yuan’s brow, and opened up a bloody 

hole. 

Li Yuan’s eyes were full of regret and fear. His corpse powerlessly collapsed to the ground. 

After dropping Li Yuan, Yue Zhong walked over to the twenty plus survivors and coldly said: “I am Yue 

Zhong. From now on, you are my spoils of war. The men will do hard labor. The women will wait for 

their arrangements.” 

Although Yue Zhong killed the primary evil, but he didn’t have any good feelings towards these survivors 

that he rescued. He needs to set up a survivor base in Stone Horse City, and that requires a large 

amount of hard labor. He planned to make these men become laborers. 

One driver beheaded, one person chopped at the waist, and two people executed by the gun. All of the 

survivors coldly shivered under these terrifying sights. They looked upon Yue Zhong with eyes full of 

fear, and they didn’t dare say anything. 

At this time, the elegant beautiful woman with a pleasant temperament said in a soft voice: “Wait a 

moment!” 

Yue Zhong’s brow wrinkled. He looked at that woman and coldly said: “Do you have a problem? Don’t 

speak rubbish.” 

The woman although refined, graceful, and uncommonly beautiful. Yue Zhong had extreme loathing 

towards this group of ungrateful survivors, carrying over to not having any good feelings towards her. 

Xia Yue directly looked at Yue Zhong and slowly said: “Hello, I am Xia Yue. Hitting you and your 

companions had nothing to do with us. It was all Li Yuan and Ma Ming. Could you please give us our 

freedom?” 

Yue Zhong stared at Xia Yue and coldly laughed: “No! You are my spoils of war. If you want freedom, 

give me your goods in exchange. I can let you freely depart if you give me enough guns, ammunition, 

food, and medicine. Otherwise you must honestly listen and obey my arrangements.” 

Xia Ming and these survivors didn’t know the cruelty of the outside world. They wholeheartedly wanted 

to separate from the control of a boss like Yue Zhong. They didn’t suffer the Long Hai City survivor Z-Age 

torment. 



Xia Yue pointed at her bodyguard and said: “I know the location of a military camp nearby. There should 

certainly be several weapons there. Can we exchange the location of that military camp for our 

freedom?” 

Yue Zhong looked at Xia Yue, and he mockingly laughed: “You may! But that camp must be nearby. If it is 

the military base near Qingyuan county, then don’t even mention it.” 

The outside world is extremely cruel. Even the Long Hai City survivor base controlled by the government 

is short on goods and supplies, and people are as cheap as ants. A beautiful woman like Xia Yue going to 

Long Hai City survivor base is like a sheep going into the mouth of a tiger. But since the counterpart 

wished to use a military base as exchange, Yue Zhong wished to let them leave. As far a his power goes, 

the importance of guns, ammunition, and military equipment far exceeds the that of a beautiful woman. 

The addresses of various military posts are secret. They are classified military secrets. They are only 

discovered accidentally when local people pass by. Apart from this, only high level military members or 

related personnel know their locations. Yue Zhong, an ordinary city resident, basically had no clue as to 

the addresses of these military locations. Otherwise, he would have taken people there earlier to 

capture it. 

Each military base represented a large amount of guns and ammunition. Yue Zhongs military power 

could change overnight upon capturing one. 

Xia Yue pointed to the west and said to Yue Zhong: “There is a military base ten miles west. There was 

an infantry battalion stationed there in the past……” 

 

  

Chapter 127: Long Hai City Base Guests 

Yue Zhong cut off Xia Yue’s words: “Don’t say anymore! First come back with us. Wait for us to find the 

base, and we will release you two. We will guarantee your safety and property until this happens, and 

we will provide the minimum living guarantees.” 

Yue Zhong was currently seriously hurt. Even if his body far exceeded a normal person’s, he couldn’t 

lead this group of soldiers to recover a military base. The current priority is to recover his condition. He 

could slowly kill hundreds of ordinary zombies if he could recover to his peak fighting strength. 

With the cooperation of White Bones and five evolvers, Greenie was able to be moved on top of a 

Hummer. 

The bus without a wheel was emptied of oil and abandoned. Apart from Xia Yue and her bodyguard, all 

of the survivors could only walk under the observation of the IFV. They headed in the direction of Stone 

Horse Village. 

With a face full of worry, Lu Wen rushed into Yue Zhong’s embrace as soon as he returned to the villa. 

With happy tears she sobbed: “Big brother Yue Zhong, you are okay!” 

Guo Yu watched Yue Zhong embrace Lu Wen with envy. She also wanted to rush into Yue Zhong’s 

embrace at the first moment, but her reason suppressed her impulses. 



“I’m okay! Wen Wen, come with me!” Yue Zhong lightly patted Lu Wen’s back, and he lead Lu Wen out 

of the villa. 

Yue Zhong pointed at the injured Greenie who had no vitality and said to Lu Wen: “Quickly use the 

Minor Injury Healing skill to help it recover.” 

Lu Wen curiously looked at Greenie and walked over to it. 

The green feather eagle is still a type of fierce violent overbearing flesh eating mutated beast. Yue Zhong 

couldn’t have tamed Greenie if it wasn’t a young bird. Greenie was only close with Yue Zhong. Its eyes 

flashed with a fierce light as soon as Lu Wan approached it. It’s beak immediately pecked towards Lu 

Wen. 

Yue Zhong keenly felt Greenie’s murderous intent, and he hastily shouted: “Stop! This is one of your 

female masters. You must not harm her!” 

Hearing Yue Zhong’s command, the murderous intent in Greenie’s eyes departed, and it didn’t start any 

attacks towards Lu Wen. 

Lu Wen cautiously walked towards Greenie’s side. She started the skill Minor Injury Healing and helped 

Greenie recover from its injuries. 

The injuries that Greenie suffered all started to quickly recover under the Minor Injury Healing skill of Lu 

Wen. Its vision towards Lu Wen became softer. Although mutated beasts couldn’t speak, their 

intelligence was ten times greater than animals before Z-Age. It could differentiate who was good and 

bad. 

The natural healing ability of Greenie was originally strong due to being a mutated beast. In addition Yue 

Zhong used life saving flower medicine on its wounds right after being injured. After using the Minor 

Injury Healing Skill, it quickly recovered the greater half. Greenie flapped its wings and stood up. 

Lu Wen looked at Greenie. She caressed its bright and clean tail feathers and asked Yue Zhong: “Big 

brother Yue Zhong! What is this big bird’s name?” 

Lu Wen really liked this mighty appearing young green feather eagle. This made her think of the big bird 

of prey in The Return of the Condor Heroes. Although they were two different animals, but she didn’t 

know how much mightier the green feather eagle is than the one on tv. 

[TL: Return of the Condor Heroes is a classic Wuxia tv show by Jinyong 金庸] 

Yue Zhong smiled: “It is named Greenie!” 

“Why is it called Greenie?” 

“I saw its tail feathers were green so I decided to call it Greenie.” 

“Big brother Yue Zhong, you really have no standards for your names!” 

“Haha! Cough cough!” 

Yue Zhong laughed, and suddenly his brows wrinkled, coughing due to the wound in his right chest. 



“Big brother Yue Zhong, why are you? Are your wounds still not good? Quick go back and rest!” Lu Wen 

looked at Yue Zhong, and her face changed. She hastily walked to Yue Zhong’s side deeply troubled. She 

remember Yue Zhong being pierced through and grabbed by the green feather eagle. 

Guo Yu also walked over, her big beautiful eyes looked at Yue Zhong with tenderness overflowing. 

Yue Zhong looked at Guo Yu. He reached out a hand and stroked her hair. He then returned to his room 

and rested. 

Yue Zhong returned to presiding over Stone Horse Village. Chi Yang took two elite small combat units 

and an IFV and slaughtered his way to Chen Family Village. He rescued the survivors there and brought 

them all back. 

Stone Horse Village is a small town. The town didn’t have any heavy manufacturing, yet it had several 

blacksmith shops. Yue Zhong rescued three blacksmith survivors when he recaptured Stone Horse 

Village. Yue Zhong made those blacksmiths take on apprentices, and they started manufacturing cold 

weapons like large knives, shields, and crossbows. 

Stone Horse Village held several thousands of people before Z-Age. The small town held a large amount 

of foodstuffs and non-staple foods. Although Yue Zhong’s pressure to find food was still there, it 

decreased at lot after finding the foodstuffs. 

After recovering a large amount of staple and non-staple foods, Yue Zhong increased the treatment and 

rewards for his incorporated personnel. The ordinary survivors also received a steamed bun in addition 

to three bowls of diluted gruel each day. 

Yue Zhong’s policy is don’t labor don’t eat. Providing relief food didn’t let the survivors starve to death, 

but it also didn’t let them eat until they were satisfied. 

There was also as small scale coal power plant in the little town. A large amount of coal had been 

accumulated inside. They could provide power to the whole village for two months if they used it to 

maximum capacity. 

A hundred men used the steel and cement materials in the village to build a crude city wall at the front 

of the village. The city wall didn’t have the least bit of usefulness in modern warfare, but it was 

extremely useful for dealing with zombies. 

Not every man has the guts to go to the front line and kill zombies with Yue Zhong. The majority of those 

that didn’t wish to go to the front lines and fight zombies helped build the city wall. Each person could 

eat to their full and receive a steamed bun as wages when they worked on building the wall. This type of 

wages already made the survivors who were so hungry that they didn’t look human extremely satisfied. 

A large amount of men and women began to organize and fish in the two Lei river tributaries. They were 

able to obtain a large amount of freshwater fish each day. There were also some men and women who 

went to the base of the mountain behind the village and foraged for edible plants. 

Yue Zhong didn’t kill the two drivers that tried to hit him. He used them as lab rats to test if the wild 

plants in the mountains were poisonous. After eating two dozen various plants, the two drivers finally 

died from poison. But their sacrifice allowed them to create a diagram for tens of edible plants. This 

allowed Yue Zhong and his team members to eat fresh vegetables. 



Yue Zhong’s injuries completely recovered under the constant treatment of Lu Wen after two days. 

An unexpected guest was brought before Yue Zhong by his team members during the time he was 

getting ready to go capture the military base. 

An extremely refined thirty year plus year old middle aged man wearing glasses reasonably looked at 

Yue Zhong and said: “You are Yue Zhong! I am Kong Tao of the Long Hai City government! I have come 

here to represent the Long Hai City government and negotiate with you!” 

 

  

Chapter 128: H1 

Kong Tao looked slightly haughty at Yue Zong and boldly said: “The Long Hai City government can give 

you amnesty for murdering policemen and the surprise attack of the base at that time. But you must 

comply with the following points. First, you must return the IFVs and give all types of weapons obtained 

through various channels to Long Hai City government. Second, dissolve your illegal military and 

completely integrate into the army. Third, bring all of the survivors, and goods and materials to Long Hai 

City survivor base. So long as you do these three things, the Long Hai City government will provide 

amnesty for your offenses. You may also retain your personal property, and you and your family 

members may live in the specialty region. You will be provided as a Deputy Cadre in the specialty 

region.” 

Yue Zhong is only a bandit leader in Kong Tao’s eyes. Furthermore, they surveyed the survivors who 

came in contact with Yue Zhong at Long Hai City, and they inferred Yue Zhong had an idea to join Long 

Hai City government. They decided to use this method to recruit him. Without expending a single soldier 

they could disarm Yue Zhong and bring him under their command. 

Yue Zhong coldly looked at Kong Tao. A a matchless spirit bubbled out from his body with mighty 

pressure. Kong Tao, pressured, was practically unable to breathe and slightly lowered his head. 

Yue Zhong directly gave Kong Tao a notice to leave: “Go back and tell your leaders. I cannot accept a 

single condition. If you want to grab me, then send people to come and grab me! Please return!” 

Kong Tao’s face changed, and he shouted: “Yue Zhong, do you know the nature of your current 

behavior? Behavior that opposes the government and society. You are an enemy of the communist 

party and the people. You are a bandit. If you insist, then you will ultimately go down in history as a 

disgrace.” 

Yue Zhong looked at the political official Kong Tao acting like this a little perplexed: “Scram! Expel him!” 

Two personnel members grabbed Kong Tao according to Yue Zhong’s command. 

Yue Zhong suddenly changed his idea and said: “Wait a moment. Lock him up. Send two people to guard 

him. Do not permit him to take one step outside the room.” 

Kong Tao’s face changed. He shouted while being dragged by the two men: “Yue Zhong, what are you 

thinking? Right now you are opposing the People’s……” 



[TL: He was probably going to say the People’s Liberation Army or the People’s Communist party of 

China… something along those lines.] 

Chi Yang asked from the side: “What are you planning to do?” 

Yue Zhong said in a deep voice: “I’m afraid this situation can’t be good. We must enter the field with 

them. We must obtain stronger power and then act. I will take people to capture the armory. Chi Yang, 

you make Xiao Ming lead people to watch over Long Hai City survivor base. Have them come back and 

report if they even disturb a blade of grass.” 

Yue Zhong found sixty motorcycles in Stone Horse Village. The large majority of those motorcycles were 

given to the army and Chi Yang’s small group, Liu Yan’s armored unit, and Da Gouzi small group. 

Although Xiao Ming wasn’t outstanding when they captured Stone Horse Village, but he is an extremely 

capable soldier. 

Chi Yang nodded, then turned and left. 

——– 

“Over there is the military base I talked about.” 

Xia Yue pointed at a far away military base and spoke to Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong looked towards the place Xia Yue pointed. There was indeed a lonely military camp set up on 

the outskirts. Zombie after zombie wearing military clothes stood nearby wandering around. 

Yue Zhong stared at the distant military camp, and he said to subordinates: “I will go first. You all stay 

here and await orders!” 

Yue Zhong and White Bones strode towards the military camp. 

Yue Zhong broke open a bag of blood and sprinkled it on White Bones’s body. 

White Bones rushed like an arrow towards the military cam filled with blood. It rushed into the middle 

of the group in a few flashes. Like entering unmanned territory, it beheaded those zombies wearing 

military clothes. 

The zombies of the whole camp started to circle around, attracted by the bloody body of White Bones. 

Yue Zhong strode behind White Bones. He held a type 03 rifle and frequently took shots, headshotting 

zombie after zombie. Fighting in close combat uses up an extremely large amount of stamina. Yue Zhong 

must conserve his stamina when he faces tens or even hundreds of zombies and use a gun to fight. 

Furthermore, his enemies were not only zombies, but men as well. Because of this he never stopped 

training his shooting skills. 

Those slow moving zombies were the best target practice for Yue Zhong. His gun technique could 

continuously improve as long as he constantly used live ammunition . 

There were more and more zombies. White Bones beheaded zombies with his axe and retreated 

backwards at the same time. Those zombies couldn’t stop an attack from White Bones, but the amount 

was too large. White Bones could be completely surrounded unable to move if it became encircled. 



Zombie after Zombie continuously fell to the ground with crisp gunshots. Zombie head after head was 

sent flying as soon as they entered within the attack range of White Bones. In a short moment over fifty 

zombies were killed with their combined power. 

Xia Yue watched Yue Zhong and White Bones easily hunt those zombies from far away. Her heart filled 

full of fearful thoughts: “How severe!” 

Suddenly, a green colored S2 jumped high into the sky from the crowd of zombies, rushing towards Yue 

Zhong. 

Yue Zhong immediately raised a gun to the green S2 and continuously shot. 

The S2 set off a danger response as soon as Yue Zhong raised his gun to aim at it. It kicked a little, and 

moved like the wind to the side, making Yue Zhong’s bullets completely miss. 

The S2’s speed was quick like a blast. In a few flashes it dashed before Yue Zhong. It fiercely clawed 

towards Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed a cold light. He slashed towards the S2 with a sword in his right hand. A cold 

light flickered, and the rushing S2’s head tumbled to the ground. A large experience orb sunk into his 

body. 

Easily disposing of the S2, Yue Zhong’s type 03 rifle started taking out the heads of the ordinary zombies. 

At this level, using ordinary zombies to level up is difficult. It is better to use the zombie crowd for 

moving targets to increase his shooting ability. 

As Yue Zhong and White bones were hunting the ordinary zombies, a red colored zombie on top of a 

large building opened its mouth wide. A fireball boomed out towards Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong felt a dangerous sensation as soon as the the red zombie opened its mouth. He immediately 

rolled away. The fireball exploded at his original location, creating a fist sized pit into the ground. 

Yue Zhong stood up with his body covered in dust. He made irregular movement while looking at the 

large building at the same time. The data for the red zombie immediately entered into his mind. 

“Level 30 Flame Infected H1. Possesses the ability to shoot fireballs.” 

 

  

Chapter 129: Crash Job 

“Zombies posses a long distance attack branch?” Yue Zhong’s mind became hazy as he looked upon the 

flame zombie H1 on top of the large building. The S type zombies were already too much trouble for 

people. Now there are H type zombies that can attack from long range suddenly appearing. The future 

for mankind battling zombies became even more difficult. 

“I must fully learn its firing rate.” Yue Zhong raised his head and watched the H1 occupying the large 

building in the military camp. He longer moving irregularly and raised his gun at the camp entrance, 

fighting the ordinary zombies together with White Bones. 



The flame type H1 zombie honestly laid down on its stomach and watched Yue Zhong from the roof of 

the high building. It only had attack instinct, not the slightest bit of hidden conscious. This is the greatest 

weakness of the zombies. 

Yue Zhong and White Bones fought and moved backwards at the same time. There were over a hundred 

corpses on the street of the military camp after fifteen minutes. Only the whole camp had over eight 

hundred zombies. Yue Zhong and White Bones killed so many zombies, but the amount of zombies 

didn’t seem to lessen. The stamina of Yue Zhong and White Bones started to continuously drop. 

White Bones also has stamina restrictions. It can no longer continue fighting if its stamina is used up. 

Moreover, the zombies stamina is never ending and daunting. 

Yue Zhong felt a warning in his mind fifteen minutes after the flame zombie shot the first fireball. He 

immediately used all of his strength to move to the side. 

“The firing rate is one every fifteen minutes! Not bad!” Yue Zhong calmly analyzed the flame zombie’s 

firing rage and slightly relaxed a breath. If that flame zombie’s firing rate was too frequent, then tens of 

flame zombies could form a terrifying small sized artillery unit. 

After testing out the flame zombie shooting rate, Yue Zhong raised his rifle into the sky and gave the 

three shot attack signal. 

Two IFVs, three hummers, and a Humvee mounted with a heavy machine gun formed a motorcade 

along the road and traveled over from far away. 

[TL: The Humvee is actually named the “Dong Feng Ferocious Warrior” It is an off road military vehicle 

made by the Dong Feng off-road limited liability company. This is the same company that makes the 

Dong Feng truck. As such, I will just start calling the Dong Feng trucks semi-trucks or large trucks 

depending on the context. They appear to just be semi-trucks made by the Dong Feng Company. I 

wasn’t sure what a “Dong Feng” truck was earlier or else I would have just changed it a long time ago. 

The Humvee actually looks like this if you would like to see it: 

http://baike.baidu.com/view/1492945.htm ] 

Personel from the rapidly approaching motorcade carried all types of guns and madly spread fire at the 

large amount of zombies that had been coerced to leave the camp. 

The two IFVs with the two type 86, 7.62 millimeter machine guns and the mounted type 67 heavy 

machine gun on the Humvee madly breathed flames. 

The interwoven fire created a terrifying bullet screen. They zombies enshrouded in the screen of bullets 

were totally torn apart. 

There were tens of L1s in the crowd of zombies. Those evolved L1 zombies couldn’t stop the bullet 

screen, and they were torn apart one by one. 

“Cease fire! Close combat unit approach!” Yue Zhong gave the command after seeing a large slice of 

zombies being taken out by the bullets. 

It is hard to completely wipe out zombies relying only on bullets. After being baptised in the bullets, 

some zombies still didn’t die, Their bodies ragged, the combat ability quickly descended, and they are 



unable to form a zombie crowd state. They are basically no match for the close combat unit wearing the 

snake skin armor. 

After a battle cry, ten close combat unit members charged into the crowd of zombies while holding 

Imitation Tang Swords. They madly slashed at those zombies who had fallen to the ground and were 

attempting to climb back up. Those close combat unit member had killed a large amount of zombies. 

They had all leveled up to about level 7. They mainly leveled up power and stamina. Using the Imitation 

Tang Swords, they cut through those zombies as easily as chopping leeks. 

A large of amount of zombies fell in the hands of those ten close combat unit members. 

Yue Zhong and White Bones rushed together into the depths of the military camp. The H1 is a target 

they must take out. The precious close combat unit could suffer casualties if the H1 fires another shot. 

Yue Zhong moved with all his strength. His speed surpassed the hundred meter dash champion before Z-

Age. He and White Bones stabbed into the depths of the military camp like a sharp sword. 

Those zombies blocking Yue Zhong’s path were beheaded, completely unable to hinder him. 

White Bones extremely violently slashed its axe on the other side, sending the heads of the zombies 

blocking the road flying one by one. A large amount of zombie heads flew into the sky along the way, an 

extremely bloody sight. 

A L2 appeared before their eyes as soon as Yue Zhong and White Bones dashed into the large military 

building. A huge fist ruthlessly attacked towards Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong’s body slightly shifted, drilling past the side of the L2. 

The L2’s fist heavily exploded onto White Bone’s body sending it flying several meters away. 

Yue Zhong circled around the rear of the L2. He activated the skill Devil Flame. A devil flame rose from 

his right hand, and he slashed at the L2’s large thigh. The scarlet red devil flame turned the right thigh 

into ash as soon as Yue Zhong made contact, splitting it into two sections. 

The L2 lost its balance for a moment after losing the right leg and dropped towards the ground. 

Yue Zhong chopped at the back of the L2 with a sword, making sure the L2 dropped all the way to the 

ground. 

He seized the opportunity, and used a foot to ruthlessly step on the L2’s skull. The devil flame activated 

and burned the L2 into a crisp. 

“Congratulations, you leveled up to level 27. You have attained two stat points.” 

A large experience orb sunk into Yue Zhong as soon as the L2 died. He leveled up once again. 

“Increase stamina and agility!” 

Yue Zhong made his choice. Speed and Stamina is the current direction of his evolution choice. 

Yue Zhong placed the drops of the L2 into his storage ring. He quickly rushed towards the roof. 

Yue Zhong finally rushed to the roof after killing eight ordinary zombies and three L1s along the way. 



A lonely red body stood there on the roof. The H1 zombie’s head was twice as big as a normal person’s 

head. It had a small body with four bulky limbs. 

Sensing Yue Zhong’s arrival, the H1s four limbs began to act, and it rushed towards Yue Zhong. 

“The speed is somewhat faster than an ordinary person’s.” Yue Zhong calmly evaluated as he watched 

the H1 rush over. 

The H1 zoomed to Yue Zhon’s side. I immediately opened its devouring mouth and bit towards Yue 

Zhong. 

Yue Zhong’s speed had been leveled up several times. The H1 basically couldn’t compare. His body 

slightly shifted and avoided the charge attack of the H1. He pressed onto the H1 without much difficulty 

and firmly stopped its assault. 

“Only has a biting close combat attack. The assault power is only at the level of an ordinary adult! In 

other words, apart from being able to shoot extremely dangerous fireballs from long range, its close 

combat ability is weak.” Yue Zhong quickly made an evaluation, and then he slashed at the head of the 

H1. 

With a flash of the sword, the H1 was easily beheaded by Yue Zhong. It was even weaker than the body 

of an S1. 

 

  

Chapter 130: Capturing the Military Base 

The H1’s body fell to the ground. A large experience orb sunk into Yue Zhong’s body. A skill book, a 

green treasure box, and 100 life coins dropped from its body. 

Yue Zhong immediately rushed downstairs after putting those things into the storage ring. The battle 

still hadn’t finished, and he must return to the fight right away. 

Yue Zhong rushed downstairs. White Bones followed behind, and they quickly killed twenty zombies 

along the way as they rush to the camp entrance. 

Yue Zhong saw the ten close combat unit members working in groups of two. They provided mutual 

support and deftly waived the Imitation Tang Swords, beheading zombie after zombie. 

Behind the close combat unit, ten of Yue Zhong’s expert marksmen aimed and shot at the zombies from 

far away. Zombie after zombie was headshot and dropped under their precision fire. 

The two IFVs and the Humvee brought up the rear without firing. Ammo is an extremely precious thing 

for Yue Zhong’s power. He didn’t have the ability to recover bullets. Before he can manufacture bullets, 

it is better to conserve artillery fire and ammo. Yue Zhong wasn’t willing to use the heavy ammunition 

unless they came across a zombie crowd. That would be a waste. 



The young bird Greenie also took part in the battle. It rushed into the zombie crowd. It cracked open 

zombie skulls with each peck, then it it pecked and gobbled up the zombies. It has an enormous 

immunity to the zombies carrying the infection. It even somewhat likes eating zombies. 

There were still twenty ordinary team members that used rifles to continuously fire into the mass of 

zombies. 

Yue Zhong quickly cut towards the zombies blocking the road and combined with the close combat unit 

after joining the battle. They formed a mad beheading unit that cut apart the zombies blocking the road. 

The fierce battle continued for more than an hour. The large portion of zombies was finally cleared out 

by Yue Zhong and the men he brought. 

Group after group filled into the buildings. They started to clear out the scattered zombies in the camp. 

“Score! This time we scored! Yue Zhong entered into the camp. He saw ten Humvees mounted with type 

86, 7.62 millimeter machine guns lined up. His heart immediately filled with joy. 

There were two IFVs and two machine gun vehicles mounted with dual 14.5 millimeter anti-aircraft 

machine guns parked there apart from the ten Humvees. 

[A 14.5 millimeter anti-aircraft machine gun vehicle looks something like this.] 

As soon as the armored vehicles entered Yue Zhong’s hand, his troop flexibility and and firepower both 

received an enormous increase. 

Liu Yan, who was in charge of acquisitions, rushed out of a storehouse. He excitedly yelled to Yue Zhong: 

“Captain Yue!! Captain Yue!! This time we scored!! We scored! Come quick!” 

Yue Zhong heard Liu Yan’s words, and he zoomed over towards Liu Yan. He quickly entered that 

storehouse. 

“Score!! A huge score!!” Yue Zhong saw the storehouse weapons and equipment as soon as he entered 

the storehouse, and he became endlessly excited. 

A type 95 rifle with 5.8mm rounds, mortars, multipurpose bayonets, grenade launchers, type 95 

machine guns with 5.8mm rounds, type 89 heavy machine guns with 12.7mm rounds, 35mm type 87 

automatic grenade launchers, two dual mounted 14.5mm anti-aircraft machine guns, and type 40 type 8 

rocket launchers. 

A large amount of standard PLA weapons were in the storehouse, causing the onlookers to be dazzled, 

pulling at their hearts. The equipment here was enough for Yue Zhong’s to arm a Battalion. 

[TL: PLA is short for People’s Liberation Army. It is a common acronym in China. A battalion is an army 

unit of 500 to 800 soldiers.] 

There was a large amount of ammunition, explosive artillery shells, grenades, hand grenades, and nine 

Red Arrow guided anti-tank missiles. 

Yue Zhong’s army could replace their bird shotguns with cannons using this type of equipment. Their 

combat ability multiplied, transformed into a regular standing PLA army. 



Modern warfare weaponry is extremely important. With these war tools, Yue Zhong doesn’t have a 

trace of fear towards the Long Hai City survivor base military. 

Yue Zhong was a little melancholy obtaining these weapons. He didn’t have any specialized soldiers to 

operate this modern weaponry. 

Yue Zhong placed the distractions behind him, and he strode out of the military camp: “One step at a 

time, one step at a time.” 

Yue Zhong’s personnel worked like a bee hive entering into the weapons storehouse and loading 

everything up on the Semi-trucks for transport. Every team member’s face was full of joy. They could 

become even stronger with weapons and ammunition. Weapons are a must when it comes to dealing 

with zombies or other people. 

Xia Yue and her bodyguard Gao Ying walked over to Yue Zhong’s side. 

Yue Zhong looked at Xia Yue and dully said: “According to our agreement, from now on you are free. 

Miss Xia Yue.” 

Yue Zhong is a person serious about promises. He couldn’t eat his words since he promised Xia Yue her 

freedom. 

Xia Yue looked at Yue Zhong and slowly said: “Can I wait a short period of time in Stone Horse Village?” 

Stone Horse Village continuously received survivors under Yue Zhong. They already slowly recovered 

their population. Yue Zhong is also not harsh at all towards survivors. So long as they are willing to work, 

they can eat their fill. Crime rate in the village was also very low under the patrols of the team members. 

Once a crime was committed, offenders were sent to the hard labor camps and forced to build the wall. 

Xia Yue and her bodyguard Gao Ying also planned to stay here a short time. There wouldn’t be a 

problem with safety so long as they stayed. 

Yue Zhong looked at Xia Yue and plainly said: “You may, but you aren’t a person in our system. You can 

only receive disaster relief rations. You must solve additional food problems yourself.” 

Yue Zhong wouldn’t force Xia Yue and Gao Ying to be a part of his system if they didn’t want to be, but 

he couldn’t give a large amount of food to these two idle people. 

The faces of Xia Yue and Gao Ying changed. They didn’t have much food. They were able to eat white 

rice, fish, and vegetables while they followed Yue Zhong. Those two couldn’t bear it if they had to eat 

that diluted disaster relief gruel. 

Xia Yue gnashed her teeth and said to Yue Zhong: “Could you give us a vehicle! Let us go to Long Hai City 

survivor base on our own?” 

Yue Zhong pondered a moment and said: “You may! I will give you a vehicle after we return. I will let you 

all go to the Long Hai City survivor base on your own.” 

Full of the camp’s equipment, the armored unit majestically headed towards Stone Horse Village. 



The whole Stone Horse Village stirred and boiled as soon as the armored vehicle unit returned. This 

armored vehicle united represented formidable power. It could easily tear apart a thousand zombies. It 

also represented the ability to provide safety, making them even more relaxed. 

Yue Zhong gave Xia Yue, Gao Ying, and Kong Tao a Jeep and let them leave Stone Horse Village after 

returning. 

 


